We show how to compute vacuum expectation values from derivative expansions of the vacuum wave functional. Such expansions appear to be valid only for slowly varying fields, but by exploiting analyticity in a complex scale parameter we can reconstruct the contribution from rapidly varying fields.
Introduction
Although canonical quantisation provides the basic formalism of quantum field theory, the corresponding Schrödinger Representation, in which the field operators are diagonal, has not received commensurate attention. This is partly due to the popularity of the functional integral which displays space-time symmetries manifestly, and partly because the existence of wave functionals was only shown by Symanzik as late as 1981, [1] . Nonetheless there has been growing interest in the subject as a result of the search for new tools in field theory, and also because the Schrödinger Representation is implicit in much recent work on field theories defined on space-times with boundaries, see for example [2] .
The vacuum wave-functional (VWF), Ψ 0 , may be constructed as a functional integral over the Euclidean space-time x 0 < 0 which has the quantisation surface x 0 = 0 as boundary. W ≡ log(Ψ) is then a functional of the values the field takes on the boundary. As we will see, these boundary values act as source terms in the functional integral. Symanzik showed that, at least in perturbation theory, this functional has a finite limit as the cut-off is removed, subject to the inclusion of the usual counterterms together with additional ones localised to x 0 = 0 which result in the boundary values of the field undergoing an additional field renormalisation, [1] . These boundary counter-terms are absent in fewer than three dimensions, as they are for Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions due to gauge invariance. He also proved the existence of the Schrödinger equation for φ 4 in four dimensions.
In [3] it was shown that the vacuum functional of the scaled Yang-Mills field A s (x) ≡ A(x/ √ s)/ √ s extends to an analytic function of s in the complex s-plane with the negative real axis removed. This also applies to scalar field theory. This allows the vacuum functional to be reconstructed for arbitrary A(x) in terms of the scaled field A s (x) for large s using Cauchy's theorem. The scaled field is slowly varying for large s, and for such a field we would expect to be able to expand W in powers of derivatives divided by the lightest glueball mass (in our appendix C we give an argument to justify the possibility of performing this local expansion). Thus W can be obtained for arbitrary A(x) from a knowledge of this derivative expansion. The existence of this expansion was originally considered by Greensite [4] who found the leading terms from a Monte-Carlo simulation of lattice gauge theory. We emphasize that this procedure is valid for arbitrary A(x), it does not amount to restricting attention to slowly varying field configurations, it is simply a way of parametrising the function space of sources in the functional integral in terms of a derivative expansion. Ψ satisfies the Schrödinger equation, but this takes a special form when using the derivative expansion for W due to the employment of Cauchy's theorem. This was described in [3] where a non-perturbative approximation scheme was outlined. The semiclassical expansion of this equation was shown to agree with the direct semiclassical evaluation of W via Feynman diagrams in [5] , and extended to Yang-Mills theory in [6] where the beta-function was correctly reproduced from the derivative expansion. This is not as obvious as it might appear because a naive insertion of a local expansion into the usual Schrödinger equation will not converge for momenta greater than the mass of the lightest particle and so will not lead to the correct behavior as the ultra-violet cut-off in that equation is removed. What was missing from this work was a method for constructing vacuum expectation values (VEVs) directly from the derivative expansion, which is the subject of this paper. We will show that when these are written as functional integrals over the boundary values of fields they are analytic in an ultra-violet momentum cut-off in the plane cut as above. Again, Cauchy's theorem may be used to compute VEVs for large cut-off from a knowledge of the corresponding functional integral for small cut-off, which in turn can be obtained from the derivative expansion, or some other systematic approach. Notice that if we try to compute the VEV in the most obvious way, by expanding the logarithm of the vacuum functional in a local expansion and doing the usual perturbative approach then we would get a sum of contractions which would, in general, lead to ultra-violet divergences of all orders. These divergences cannot be absorbed into renormalisation of the wave-functional to obtain finite VEVs because the wave-functional is already finite according to Symanzik's work. (The only possibility for such renormalisation is if the inner product involves a non-trivial weight functional with coefficients that can be chosen to cancel divergences. The form of these weights is determined by the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian operator, and is very restricted. In 1+1 dimensional scalar field theory, and Yang-Mills theory such weights are absent.) The origin of these ultra-violet divergences is that we would be attempting to compute the integral for field configurations beyond the convergence radius of the derivative expansion, and this is inconsistent. In this paper we propose a method for computing VEVs in which the same expansion is employed but with a cut-off that lies inside the convergence radius of the series. Typically this means that the cut-off is smaller than the mass of the lightest particle. It therefore does not appear to be an ultraviolet cut-off. However we will be able to send the cut-off to infinity in this expansion because, as we will show, that VEVs are analytic in the cut-off when we continue to complex values. Thus we can use Cauchy's theorem to relate the large cut-off behaviour which we need to compute, to the small cut-off behaviour which we can calculate using the local expansion of the funcctional integral.
We concentrate throughout on the toy model of φ 4 -theory in 1+1 dimensions as this is particularly straightforward given the absence of boundary counter-terms resulting in there being no wave-function renormalization. The absence of boundary counter-terms is shared by Yang-Mills theory which also has a correspondingly simple Schrödinger equation. Super-renormalizable theories are, in any case, of interest in their own right by virtue of their connection with integrable theories and with String Theory. We will only discuss the VEV of operators which will be diagonal in field configuration space (we do not expect that our conclusions will change if we consider more general operators, A(π, φ), as we can see in [3] where the analyticity of HΨ 0 is shown). Finally, with an analytical continuation it is often difficult to estimate truncation errors, but we will see that they can be controlled.
Several authors [1, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] have devised perturbative and non-perturbative aproaches to compute the vacuum wave-functional. In section 2 we describe its representation as a functional integral. In the next section we give a general discussion of the construction of VEVs in the Schrödinger Representation in terms of Feynman diagrams. We display the mechanism whereby the Feynman diagram expansion of W , which makes use of a propagator on the space-time x 0 < 0 with Dirichlet boundary conditions, leads to the usual Feynman diagrams for VEVs on the full space-time with the standard propagator. We end the section by giving an operator approach which uses the results of appendix A. In section 4 we translate the calculations of the previous section into the language of first quantisation in which the vacuum functional can be expressed in terms of random paths that are reflected at the quantisation surface. In section 5 we describe the analyticity of VWF and VEVs and describe the resummation of the series in the cut-off. Section 6 ilustrates our method in the simpler context of non-relativistic quantum mechanics and we have left to the appendix B mathematical details of our method of analytic continuation. In the section 7 we will discuss the computation of the equal-time two point function through diagrams in a dimensionally reduced effective theory. The last section is devoted to our conclusions.
Representations for the vacuum wave functional
The VWF is the inner product ϕ | 0 of the vacuum | 0 and an eigenbra of the field operatorφ restricted to the quantization surface (which we take to be t = 0) belonging to the eigenvalue φ(x):
The ϕ-dependence of the eigenbra may be made explicit by writing
where D | is annihilated byφ(x, 0), i.e. it is the state ϕ = 0|, D stands for Dirichlet, andπ is canonically conjugate toφ. The canonical commutation relations then yield (2) together with
if we apply the Euclidean time evolution operator exp(−ĤT ) to any state, | υ , not orthogonal to the vacuum, then for large times
where E 0 is the energy of the vacuum. Thus
Where N is a normalization constant depending on | υ . Usingπ = ∂φ ∂t this, as we will explicitly show later, may be written as the functional integral
where S E is the Euclidean action for the space t ≤ 0. Λ is a regularization of δ(0) that arises from the differentiation of the time ordered product that is represented by the functional integral, i.e.
On the boundary t = 0 the integration variable φ should vanish, reflecting the fact that D |φ(x, 0) = 0. Alternatively, we can obtain this path integral representation for the VWF, by beginning with
where ϕ(x, −∞) can be anything, and performing a functional change of variables in the path integral in such a way that we do not have the φ(x)-field dependence in the integration limit. Our change of variables is formallỹ
where θ is the step function and we take θ(0) = 1 2 . Naively the θ terms do not contribute to the potential. Therefore our path integral on removing the tilde can be written as
In the scalar case we will have
Therefore, the logarithm of the VWF (W [φ]) is given by the sum of connected diagrams constructed from the new action (11) and with a boundary at t = 0 where the field vanishes. The new action contains a source term on the boundary and a δ(0) term (to be regulated) coupled to the the boundary fields. This argument has been rather too formal. To be more careful we should smooth the θ functions in (9) , taking them to be non-constant in a region of size 1/Λ, and this will regulate δ(0). So we replace θ by θ Λ . With a cutoff this function will be given by
and we have θ
If we had already a cutoff in spacetime then the θ functions will be regulated by this cutoff. Therefore, because of the appearance of the δ(0) terms, it is necessary to regulate both the space-like and the time-like dimensions. If we regulate the space-like dimensions keeping unregulated the time-like direction (for instance using dimensional regularization for the space-like dimensions, as is done by Symanzik [1] ) then we need to introduce another regulator for the time direction. Assuming that we have a cutoff in space-time, then the terms proportional to some power of θ Λ , in V (ϕ+ 2θ Λ (t)φ), will vanish when Λ → ∞ because the time integral (which occurs in the definition of the action) will only be non-zero in a region of size 1/Λ around the endpoint t = 0. When we compute the perturbative quantum corrections we may get some divergent loop diagram that may compensate for the vanishing contribution of the θ Λ -terms insertions. But for that to happen we need a linear divergence (because θ Λ (t) ∼ 1/Λ) or a time derivative acting on the θ Λ . In 1 + 1 dimensions we do not get linear divergences and in our case (where we do not have derivative interactions) we do not have vertices with both θ Λ andφ, so we can ignore such terms.
We can also see how to get (6) from (5) together with the θ Λ -terms within the canonical operator formalism. We will use the following identity
where A and B are arbitrary matrices (or operators) and T is the time-ordering operator. As usual, the T -ordering implies that the first term in the exponential is to be thought of as B(t) and then, at the end set to a constant. This relation can be derived by considering the operator U (t) ≡ e At e Bt , then we calculate d dt U (t) and then we integrate it back to get the integral equation
with A(t) ≡ e Bt Ae −Bt . Once we solve the integral equation in terms of a T -ordered exponential, we set t = 1 and we get (13) . Now we will consider
and we will use our relation (13) to combine the e i dx ϕ(x)π(x,0) e −ǫĤ term into a single exponential, but before that we will follow some intermediate steps. Firstly we take (and to shorten the notation dx φ(x)π(x, 0) ≡ φπ) e −ǫĤ e iφπ = T e
which (after hermitian conjugate, φ → −φ, t → −t and later t → t − ǫ) will become
withĤ ′ (t) ≡Ĥ(π,φ + 2θ ǫ (t)φ) − 2iδ ǫ (t)φπ, where the θ ǫ (t) is defined by
and the δ ǫ (t) is obtained by taking its derivative. Notice that we needed to put a factor 2 in front because
With such a definition of the Hamiltonian (we haveĤ(t) =Ĥ for t < −ǫ) the time evolution until t < −ǫ is reproduced by the third exponential in the r.h.s. of eq. (14)). As we see, we have the same result that we obtained by shifting the integration variable in the path-integral. The path-integral representation now follows from the standard construction. Just the last step (t < −ǫ) is different from usual. Let us illustrate it for the case of quantum mechanics
where the −q 1 ǫ (in the last equality) is interpreted asq 1 and q ǫ as 2δ ǫ (t)q. As we see we get the same action as before. Finally we can write the VWF as
Notice that we could have got the following relation
which could be derived with (9) using 2θ(t) = 1 + t/T . Lastly, we may also construct a relation
withπ(t) = e −tĤπ e tĤ but this time we cannot use (9) to obtain the corresponding path integral version. We have seen from a range of methods that the (time-independent) VWF will be given by
We can also obtain a path integral representation for the VWF (with φ-independent boundary conditions) without any delta function by using a different shift in the field in (9) . Consider shifting ϕ by a solution to the free field equations denoted by Ω Λ (t)φ, where Ω Λ (t) will be defined by
This provides an alternative derivation of the starting point used in [7] to set up a nonperturbative algorithm to compute the VWF by resumming the perturbative expansion of (24). Another possibility is to shift the field by a solution to the Euler-Lagrange equations of the full action with boundary conditions φ ′ (x, 0) = φ and φ ′ (x, −T ) = 0 (where T → ∞). In the background field technique a φ ′ (x, t) = φ(x, t) φ (the expectation value is taken with the boundary condition ϕ(x, 0) = φ) is taken (which at first order coincides with the one which minimises the action) and then the Ψ 0 gives the exponential of the effective action evaluated at the configuration φ ′ . This is the method used in [10] where the gauge theory case is analyzed and φ ′ plays the role of their induced background field, although they do not expand in the background field, and in [9] where they study general scalar theories with curved boundaries using dimensional regularization for the space-time dimensions. In this way they give a method to use dimensional (space-time) regularization with the Schrödinger representation where the time is given by the coordinate perpendicular to the boundary of the d-dimensional space-time. Note that usually [1] the space-like dimensions are regulated differently (for example with dimensional regularization) from the time (for example by timesplitting). We end this section by deriving the important path integral representation introduced by Symanzik [1] , where the Dirichlet boundary conditions are only introduced through a boundary term. Again we can derive this representation in an easy way, following steps similar to those of eq. (9) . Consider (as before, we understand the delta functions to be regularized)
where ϕ(x, 0) = φ(x) and ϕ(x, −∞) = 0. Now absorb the denominator into a proportionallity constant and commute the Dϕ and DC integrals. Shifting the variables
where now ϕ(x, 0) = C(x) and ϕ(x, −∞) = 0. After the cancellation of the exponential our VWF will be given by
where the dx integral has to be understood as dt dx2δ(t). We can now interpret DC(x) Dϕ(x, t) with the conditions ϕ(x, 0) = C(x) and ϕ(x, −∞) = 0 as an ordinary Dϕ(x, t) with t ≤ 0 and free boundary at t = 0. This formula agrees with Symanzik's one (eq. (2.10) of [1] ) but for an arbitrary potential. We expect that quantum corrections will renormalize it.
As Symanzik has discussed, placing source terms on the boundary leads to divergences, [1] . These appear in perturbation theory because the field is placed at the same point as the image charges that enforce the boundary conditions on propagators. In order to regulate these divergences we should split in time the fields (thus the fields in (28) will be defined at different ordered times, but with their |t| < ǫ). These divergences appear as the coefficient of local operators forming a boundary operator expansion [9, 12] (analogous to the usual operator product expansion). These coefficients will scale with some non-trivial dimension (in perturbation theory they are calculated as a series in the coupling), which (order by order in the coupling) will lead to logarithms of t. In a perturbatively renormalizable theory (where the anomalous dimensions cannot make relevant an irrelevant operator) we need to only consider the operators of dimension smaller or equal than the product of operators at the boundary because ǫ → 0. Therefore, in order to use the Schrödinger representation (where ǫ = 0 is implied), we should subtract the previous divergences (Wilson-boundary coefficients) in the original lagrangian. Extension of the validity of the boundary operator expansion to the non-perturbative domain suggests that we may have to consider additional relevant fields, we assume that this is not the case. Symanzik [1] showed that in φ 4 theory in 3 + 1 dimensions only two counterterms where needed (φ 2 and φ∂ 0 φ) and conjectured that in a general perturbatively renormalizable field theory in four dimensions we only need operators of dimension less or equal than three. Because in lower dimensions we find fewer UV infinities, we will limit our discussion to scalar φ 4 theory in 1 + 1 dimensions, where there is no wave-function renormalization and (28) is valid.
Feynman diagram expansion of VEVs
The purpose of this section is to describe how the Feynman diagram expansion of the VWF, Ψ 0 [φ], generates the usual diagrams of equal time Green's functions via the following relation
When we use representation (8) for φ| Ψ 0 in (28) we formally obtain the usual path integral for the time ordered product of field operators, as we should. If instead we first perturbatively compute the vacuum functionals using (22) then we get some unusual diagrams that generate an effective action which will be used to compute (28) with new propagators and (non-local) vertices. It is of interest to see how these combine to produce the usual result for the VEV. This will also allow us to use ordinary Feynman diagrams to compute (28) (which will be used in the section 7 to compute an equal-time propagator).
Given the comments at the end of the last section we take the Euclidean action in 1+1 dimensions as
In perturbation theory the only divergent diagrams with external legs are tadpoles which can be removed by normal ordering. This enables the dependence of M on the cut-off Λ to be calculated. We will regulate with a cut-off on the spatial component of the momentum (in 1 + 1 dimensions this is almost sufficent, as we will see), so that
The Feynman diagram expansion of the VWF can now be constructed so that its logarithm,
, is a sum of connected diagrams in which ϕ is the source forφ restricted to the boundary t = 0. The major difference from usual Feynman diagrams encountered in free space is that the propagator satisfies Dirichlet boundary conditions, which means that it should vanish when either end lies on the boundary. Such a propagator is given by the method of images as
where G 0 is the free-space propagator and
The tree-level diagrams that contribute up to the ϕ 6 term in W with respect to t that results from ϕ being coupled toφ. When the propagator ends on the boundary this differentiation leads to G 0 and the image propagator G I contributing equally:
The Λϕ 2 term in (6) cancels a divergence in the first diagram of figure (1) since this is
and the Λϕ 2 term leads to a subtraction so that the p 0 integral is replaced by dp 0
All the diagrams that occur in figure (1) involve integrals over the time-like components of Euclidean momenta as this integration forces the source terms to be on the boundary, but this is the only divergent integration since the coupling, g, has dimensions of M 2 . Another way to deal with this divergence is take the two times t and t ′ to be distinct, say t = ǫ < 0 and t ′ = 0. Then the last term of (7) is −ihδ(x − x ′ )δ(ǫ) = 0 so with this prescription Λ = 0 and the integral in (34) is replaced by dp 0 p 2
The exponent allows the p 0 contour to be closed in the lower half-plane giving (34), as before. The p 0 i integrals can be done in a straightforward way by contour integration (with semi-circle in the upper plane) using
Now, we expand W as
and the tree-level contributions to the kernels, Γ ′ 2n , are given by
and, for r > 2, the recursion relation
where S symmetrises the momenta, k = −(p 1 +· · ·+p 2n−1 ), and q = −(p 2n +· · ·+p 2r ). denotes the mass counter-term given by the 1-loop term δM 2 in (30), which we chose to be
and
We will now study how the perturbative calculation of 
So we have to contractφ(p 1 ) · · ·φ(p n ) with theφ in the diagrams contributing toW using the inverse of −2Γ 1 2 which is the Fourier transform of the equal time propagator in free-space (a cut-off in spatial momenta will be implied, but not for the time-like momenta which will be integrated out) dp 2π e ipx 1 2 p 2 + M 2 = dp 0 2π dp 2π
If we denote this by a line above the boundary then the diagrams contributing to the + + + + equal time two-point function are, to one-loop order, those shown in figure (3) , which is to be compared with the usual Feynman diagram calculation of the VEV of two fields in terms of the free space propagator which we denote by a double line in figure (4) . We can understand the equivalence of these two sets of diagrams, and those of + + other VEVs, by studying the gluing together of two free-space propagators in D + 1 dimensions on a D-dimensional plane. Consider
∂ ∂t G(y, t, x 2 , t 2 ) = dp dp 0 dq dq 0 dy
= dp dp 0 dq 0 dy
The q 0 contour may be closed in the upper or lower half-plane, depending on the sign of t − t 2 , ǫ(t − t 2 ), giving 1 2 ǫ(t − t 2 ) dp dp
and a similar treatment of the p 0 integration leads to
Given that G(x, t 1 , y, t 2 ) = dp
it follows that
where G I is the "image propagator" equal to the free space propagator for the points (x 1 , t 1 ) and the reflection of (x 2 , t 2 ) in the plane at time = t. In short, if the two points are on opposite sides of the plane at time = t, the two propagators are "glued" to form the usual propagator, up to a sign, if they are on the same side the gluing produces the image propagator. In the next section we will interpret this relation in terms of the geometry of random paths. It should not be confused with the self-reproducing property of heat-kernels, but plays a nonetheless fundamental role in field theory. For example, applying it twice leads to
Taking all the t i to zero gives a relation which may be expressed graphically as in = Figure 5 : The propagator at equal times is the inverse of 2Γ 2 .
figure (5), which shows that the propagator at equal times is the inverse of 2Γ 2 , with the time-splitting regularization we discussed earlier. Now consider a general term in the expansion of the two-point function. The inverse of (−2Γ 1 2 ) appear either as external legs glued to propagators as shown in figure (6), or they appear glued to two propagators as in figure (7). If A, B are the points (x, t 1 ) and (x 2 , t 2 ) then the component in figure (6) can be evaluated using (48) as the limit as t 1 and t → 0 with t 1 > t
i.e. gluing (−2Γ 1 2 ) −1 onto the Dirichlet propagator on the boundary turns it into the free-space propagator restricted to the boundary. The second component, figure (6) , is also simplified using the gluing relation with t 1 < t < t ′ , t ′ > t 2 and both t, t ′ → 0 So the effect of (−2Γ 1 2 ) −1 as an internal line in a diagram is to produce an image propagator. This cancels against the image propagator part of the Dirichlet propagator contributing from another diagram. So if we denote the image propagator by a dotted line, (and the free-space propagator by a double line, as before) then the equal time two-point function is shown in figure (8), and with the above "gluings" we get the figure (9), which is just the figure (4) with the free end-points restricted to t = 0. This cancellation may be made explicit at the level of integrals where the diagram in figure (10) will be written as dq dq 0 dj 0 dp 0
Spatial momentum is conserved at each gluing, momentum and energy are conserved at the four-point vertex. Whereas in the diagram in figure (11), which is given by − dq dq 0 dp 0
the image propagator causes energy not to be conserved at the vertex, or rather to be "conserved" with a change of sign. The two diagrams may be written as
with the same function f . If we change variables in D 1 from q 0 , j 0 to p ± ≡ 1 2 (q 0 ± j 0 ) then
dq dp + dp
so that D 1 and D 2 cancel, as our general argument implied. Another way to obtain the same result is by using (36).
To end this section we will relate our diagrammatic method to the canonical operator formalism. For that, we will use the formula (derived in appendix A)
whereĤ i (t) is the interaction Hamiltonian with the free evolution and Ψ (0) 0 the free VWF. This equation has the advantage that it can be easily related to the RayleighSchrödinger perturbation expansion (see Appendix A) and that it gives the interactionpicture VEVs. Previously, we have shown that we could calculate the VWF if we introduced Dirichlet-propagators and a new interaction term in the action. We will outline how (57) will give the same diagrammatic procedure.
We can derive the same boundary diagrammatics as before if we move the φ-dependence in (57) to the interaction by using the eq. (13). Now we only need to consider the dynamics of free fields with a Dirichlet boundary. Again we can implement this boundary condition by using the method of image methods, with image charges on the other side of the boundary:
whereφ 0 (x, t) is the field operator with free evolution and no boundary. With this definition, the field operator vanishes at the boundary and the propagator is just the previous Dirichlet propagator (31). Expanding the exponential and using Wick's theorem reduces (57) to a combination of Dirichlet propagators and boundary interactions term with the same diagrammatic interpretation as before. Now we can construct the VEVs using the equations (121) and its conjugate (116)
We recognize in the last equality the usual interaction-picture formula which, by expanding the exponential, gives the usual Feynman diagrams. The previous interpretation of (57) in terms of boundary diagrams implies that, when we compute the VEVs, all these boundary diagrams combine to reproduce the usual Feynman diagrams, as they should.
Interpretation of the Vacuum functional in terms of random paths
The Feynman diagram expansion of the VWF has a simple interpretation in terms of the random paths of first quantisation allowing a geometric understanding of the 'gluing relation'(48). It is well known that the Euclidean free-space propagator from A to B may be written as a sum over all paths from A to B of a Boltzman weight given by the exponential of the length of the path. Explicitly this sum may be expressed in the path integral form 
where the square-root has been eliminated at the cost of introducing an additional degree of freedom, e, which plays the role of an intrinsic metric. The Feynman diagram expansion of Ψ needs the Dirichlet propagator rather than the free space one. We will now show that this is given as a sum over paths on the space-time in which points are identified with their reflection in the quantisation surface, t = 0, and paths are weighted with a minus sign every time they cross this surface. Even though the path integrals (60) and (61) are one-dimensional (i.e. quantum mechanical) they still require regularization. This can be done by expanding x about a classical solution to the Euler-Lagrange equations (satisfying the boundary conditions that paths run from A to B) as a Fourier sine-series truncated at some short wave-length
This restricts us to differentiable paths. When we sum over paths from A to B we have to include paths from A to B ′ , the reflection of B, since B and B ′ are considered equivalent (see figure (12) ). Such paths cross the quantisation surface an odd number of times and so acquire an overall minus sign, whereas paths directly from A to B cross an even number of times and so are weighted with an overall plus sign. The contribution from the latter paths gives G 0 and from the former −G I in expression (31) for the Dirichlet propagator.
B' B t=0 A Figure 13 : Previous diagram where we identify each path that crosses t = 0 with another path that is reflected at t = 0.
Alternatively we can identify each path that crosses t = 0 with another path that is reflected at t = 0 and so confined to t < 0. For example the paths in figure (12) are identified with those in figure (13) . Now we attach a minus for each reflection. The paths have the same lengths as previously and so again lead to the Dirichlet propagator. There is no double counting because the reflected paths in figure (13) do not appear in the previous sum as they are not differentiable at t=0. When this representation of the Dirichlet propagator is inserted into the Feynman diagram expansion we arrive at an expression for W as a sum over networks of paths in t < 0 that are reflected at the boundary.
Finally, the gluing property of the free-space propagator G 0 :
simply reflects the fact that paths from (x 1 , t 1 ) to (x 2 , t 2 ) must cross the plane at 
We note in passing that the first quantized path integrals (60) and (61) have well-known generalizations to string theory suggesting that our considerations in this section have relevance to String Field Theory, and extend immediately to the Anti de Sitter spacetime considered in [2] .
Analyticity of VEVs in the cut-off
The purpose of this paper is to show how VEVs can be reconstructed from a derivative expansion of the VWF. This relies on a knowledge of the domain of analyticity of VEVs in a momentum cut-off which we will now discuss. We begin with the representation of the VWF (6) and use the time splitting regularization for convenience. Our basic assumption is that Ψ 0 [ϕ] can be expanded in positive powers of ϕ (we will give an argument to justify this), so that
We can now reinterpret this Euclidean field theory on the space-time t < 0 by interchanging the roles of space and Euclidean time, so that we obtain a theory on the space-time x > 0.φ(x, t) is then replaced by φ ′ (x, t) and the functional integral is interpreted in the canonical formalism as
where | 0 r is the vacuum of the rotated theory and the integration over x is understood to be through the interval [−ǫ, 0]. Therefore we can interpret Ψ 0 [ϕ] as the VEV of the evolution operator between t = −∞ and t = ∞ of a time dependent Hamiltonian H(ϕ(t)) corresponding to the rotated theory at x > 0. The field ϕ(t) will now play the role of a time dependent coupling. Consider slowly varying configurations for which the interaction term ( dt ϕ(t) φ ′ (0, t)) is adiabatic, then | 0 r (originally an eigenstate of H(ϕ(−∞))) will remain at the instantaneous ground state of H(ϕ(t)). As a result of this, Ψ 0 [ϕ] is given by the exponential of − ∞ −∞ dt E 0 (ϕ(t)). The E 0 (ϕ(t)) energy of the instantaneous Hamiltonian (t is fixed) is then approximately given by the effective potential at its minimum. If we change the sign of the coupling ϕ(t), then we do not expect that the interaction term can change the position of the vacuum ( dt ϕφ ′ ≪ H for large φ). Therefore E 0 (ϕ) will be analytic for small ϕ and expandable, as we wanted to show. The adiabatic approximation will be good for slowly varying ϕ(t), roughly constant on the time scale ∼ 1/(E 1 − E 0 ), with E 1 being the energy of the first excitation.
The time integrals in (65) can be done if we Fourier analyze the sources ϕ, and usê
so that (we have normal ordered the Hamiltonian and assumed an iǫ prescription)
We now focus on the analyticity properties of each Green's function G(k 1 , . . . , k n ) when we scale all the momenta by s −1/2
In order to decompose this matrix element into simpler elements we will insert the resolution of the identity in terms of a basis of energy eigenstates. The sums over the energy eigenvalues converge, since the vacuum functional itself is finite. Even in the higher dimensional case when an infinite wave-function renormalisation is needed along with boundary counter-terms (which depend on ϕ and are polynomial in the momenta) to ensure this finiteness these sums will continue to converge as the cut-off is removed. If they did not, then in the presence of a regulator these sums would be finite, but dominated by large energy contributions for which the k i would be negligible, so that when the cut-off is removed the vacuum functional would have trivial dependence on the momenta. Because these sums converge their singularities occur where the denominators vanish. Since the eigenvalues ofĤ r are real, as are the k i , the singularities of our expression lie on the negative real axis of the complex s-plane. We can illustrate this analyticity in perturbation theory. The expansion of eq. (119) (where the eq. (120) is its leading term) gives the VWF to an arbitrary order. We will scale the field momenta by a factor of s 1/2 and then we perform a change of variables in the momenta integrations (scaling the momenta by s −1/2 ). To a given order of the perturbation expansion Ψ 0 [φ] is given by a finite sum of terms containing energy denominators (E
In general we have
Where the n i sums also involve the momenta integrations. The energy denominators have the expected analytic behavior: analytic in the whole complex s-plane with a cut from s = −Λ 2 /m 2 (the ω k 's are integrated up to the cut-off Λ) to s = 0. The matrix elements will also be a combination of ω k because they are evaluated with Wick's theorem (remember that the creation operator is given by a † (k) = dx e −ikx (ω k φ(x)−δ/δφ(x)) and therefore they have the same analytic behavior. Finally the wave functionals, which can be constructed operating a † (k) several times into the free VWF (which can be written as N e ω kφ (k)φ(−k) ), are also analytic. Therefore we obtain that the scaled VWF is analytic in the whole complex s-plane with a cut from s = −Λ 2 /m 2 to s = 0. Relying also on the assumption that we can treat Ψ 0 as a power series in ϕ allows us to take the logarithm of Ψ 0 to obtain the Γ 2n of (37) as sums of products of G m with m ≤ 2n so that Γ 2n (p 1 / √ s, . . . , p 2n / √ s) is also analytic in this domain. Now consider evaluating the Fourier transform of the equal time VEV (28) by expanding all but the terms quadratic in ϕ in |Ψ 0 | 2 = exp(2W ):
The expansion is similar to that of (42), but we keep contributions to Γ 2 of all orders inh in the exponent, andW consists of the remaining terms in W . Integrating overφ with a momentum cut-off p 2 < Λ leads to a sum of terms in which we make contractions with ( 2 h Γ 2 ) −1 , so if we write a typical term in the expansion ofW n as i dp iφ (p i ) H(p 1 , . . . , p n )
then these contractions lead to sums of terms like
In the 1 + 1 dimensions we have been working in this is finite as Λ → ∞. We want to show that it is computable from a knowledge of an expansion of W in positive powers of momentum. Such an expansion would appear to be convergent only for small momenta, if at all, so it would not appear to be useful for the limit Λ → ∞. However analyticity in Λ allows us to calculate large Λ behavior from small Λ behavior using Cauchy's theorem. Consider the effect of scaling Λ by 1/s and the momenta by
For s large all the arguments of H and Γ 2 are small so we can use a small momentum expansion for these quantities. We have already shown that H and Γ 2 are analytic in the complex s-plane cut along the negative real axis so it follows that K is analytic in this cut-plane provided that Γ 
Inserting a basis of eigenstates ofĤ r gives
The imaginary part of this is
Each term in the sum is greater than or equal to zero, and some terms must be nonzero, elseφ ′ | 0 r = 0. So the imaginary part of Γ 2 can only be zero for finite s when s is real. The real part of Γ 2 is, for real s
which is a sum of positive terms for s > 0 and hence can only vanish when s < 0. (73) behaves like s −m/2 . We conclude that the VEV with scaled momenta and cut-off is a sum of terms each of which is analytic in the cut s-plane (plus a neighborhood of s = ∞) and drops off like a negative power of s for large s.
LetK be the sum of such contributions and define the contour integral
where C is the circle at infinity starting below the cut on the negative real axis and ending above it. On C all the momenta in (73) are small and we can use the small momentum expansions for H and Γ, which leads to a power series in 1/ √ s. Since s is large we can rewrite this as a power series in 1/(s − 1)
and the analyticity around s = ∞ implies that the coefficients A n will grow as C n (C is a constant). Because the convergence radius around s = ∞ is proportional to the cut-off we expect that these coefficients will grow with the cut-off (and if the cut-off is eliminated then the C n behavior at large n is spoiled). Now
is the Borel transform of (79). This series, due to the n!, will be convergent for all λ (thanks to the previous C n growth which was the consequence of the analyticity around s = ∞). If we now collapse the contour we obtain a contribution from the pole at s = 1 which is the VEV we seek,K(p 1 , . . . , p n , Λ), together with a contribution from the cut which is suppressed by the exponential factor e λ(s−1) as λ → ∞ (given that the discontinuity inK across the cut goes to zero as s → −∞ as a power of s).
Thus we recover the VEV as the limit of the Borel transform
And the coefficients A n are obtainable from the local expansion of the VWF. We can also see from the integral (78) why I(λ) is finite: the analyticity around s = ∞ allows us to change the integration contour in such a way that it will have a finite length and it will not cross any singularity, and thanks to the exponential suppression the limit lim λ→∞ I(λ) exists and is finite. This implies that this series is alternating and, as we have seen previously, also convergent for all λ. Although we need to evaluate the power series for large λ, we can obtain the value of the limit λ → ∞ in the same way that we can estimate the value of the limit lim x→∞ e −x from the x behavior of N n=0 (−1) n x n /n! for N as large as x N /N ! ≪ 1 (if we take N = 10 then for x < 4 this series gives e −x with an error of O(0.1) and therefore our estimate for lim x→∞ e −x will be 10 n=0 (−1) n 4 n /n! = 0.097 which is zero up to O(0.1)). This leads to a controllable approximation in which we truncate the series at some order in λ. The error is then bounded by the highest order term retained which tells us how large we can take λ. How close this truncated series comes to displaying the limiting behavior for large λ can then be judged from how flat the truncated series is as a function of λ in the region of the largest value for which the truncation is trustworthy.
Before ending this section, it is interesting to see the connection of our resummation technique and the usual dispersion relation method. Consider the equation (78), rescale s to s/λ and consider the contour to go from s = −∞ − iǫ to s = −iǫ, then to s = iǫ and finally to s = −∞ + iǫ (we have separated the pole term). We get (to simplify, we just write the s-dependence)
where ∆K(s) =K(−s/λ+iǫ)−K(−s/λ−iǫ) is the discontinuity across the cut and we have assumed an infinitesimal ǫ. Therefore, for large λ,K (1) is determined by the low momentum expansion which will give us I(λ), and by an "exponentially subtracted" dispersive integral in contrast to the usual subtractions by polynomials. We also see that in the limit λ → ∞ the integral in (82) only goes to zero as a power of 1/λ, because we have assumed that ∆K(s) was polynomially bounded, and therefore we get the expected result (81).
Matrix elements in Quantum Mechanics by cut-off resummation
In this section we will apply our method to a one-dimensional non-relativistic quantum mechanical bound state problem. Consider a Hamiltonian such that its ground state wave-function is short ranged, vanishing at least exponentially for large distances, and non-singular. This condition implies that its Fourier transformΨ 0 (k)
is analytic for |k| < 1/R 0 if Ψ 0 (x) ∼ e −|x|/R 0 for large |x| because the integral, and all its derivatives in x, are convergent. We can say more about the analyticity ofΨ 0 (k), it is analytic in the whole complex plane with poles at k = i/R 0 due to the upper integration limit and at k = −i/R 0 due to the x → −∞ limit. If Ψ 0 (x) decays faster than that at large distances then R 0 → ∞. It is enough for our purposes to consider systems with a short range potentials and then R 0 will be finite. Now we will introduce the projectorP
to eliminate the degrees of freedom k > 1/ √ s in the computation of matrix elements.
We refer the reader to the appendix B for some examples and mathematical details. Let us study the analyticity of a simple expectation value
)| 2 has poles at √ s = ±ikR 0 . Then the integral is analytic in the complex s-plane with a cut in the negative real axis. We see that s 3/2 E(s) has the cut from s = −R 0 to s = 0. Notice that in field theory, this projector would correspond to one in the Fourier field amplitudes which is not the one we have used before (where we have restricted the Fourier components), but the main purpose of a regulator is to discard some kind of degree of freedom and we do not consider that our method depends on the form of the regulator. In fact, in field theory will be sometimes more useful to use some soft cut-off regulators which will preserve some wanted symmetries of the theory. More generally, we can consider
and assume that x|Â| x ′ vanishes, when |x − x ′ | → ∞, at least as e −|x−x ′ |/R (in particular, that k |Â| k ′ is proportional to δ(k − k ′ ) and has poles for k = ±i/R with non-zero R). For such local operators we can perform both integrals and we get analyticity in the s-plane with a cut in the negative real axis (again, sometimes we may multiply the matrix element by some power of s to get an analytic function in s with a cut from s = − max(R 0 , R) to s = 0. Alternatively we could have said that because the wave functions and x |Â| x ′ decrease exponentially we obtain convergent integrals even if we take an arbitrary number of derivatives of them. In field theory we were only able to study the analyticity by expanding the wave functions (and only considering ultralocal functional A operators) because we had still unbounded integrals ( dφ k integrals) which can change the analyticity domain if these integrals diverge. Now, suppose that we got the ground state wave function for small k, then we expand it around k = 0 (this is the analogous to the derivative expansion of the VWF) and use the resummation method to compute a matrix element like (85) (we will use, as cut-off, Λ for simplicity, in the appendix B it is explained the difference with 1/ √ s)
if we only consider these two terms, the resummed value will be estimated by the value of Λ 3 a 0 3·3! − Λ 5 a 2 5·5! at its local maximum, which gives 4a
As an example, we will consider a δ(x), atractive, potential. Then
In the appendix B we discuss the details of the resummation of (87) and of Ψ 0 | Ψ 0 . Although the quantum mechanical case is trivial it is useful as a test ground. Notice that we do not attempt to construct the local expansion coefficients (i.e.Ψ 0 (k) at small k) from a given Hamiltonian. We only give a method to compute amplitudes once a wave-function at large distances is given.
Effective expansion
In this section we will describe how the computation of VEVs with a given local expansion of the VWF automatically leads to a new "infrared" diagramatic approach. The VEVs will arise a the result of the resummation (i.e. we will find the analytic continuation of the series for the region of large cut-off in a systematic way). Suppose we know the leading terms of the local expansion of W [φ]
where we have discarded the O(p 4 ) terms. Having this information at hand, we want to compute an equal-time connected Green's function. For simplicity, we choose the two-point correlation function, which we compute using eq. (70). We have to perform a perturbation expansion with a ϕ 4 model in 1+ 1 dimensions, with derivative interactions and an explicit small cut-off Λ. We will obtain our correlator as a series in Λ, p. Because we have truncated W [φ] we will discard the terms ΛO(Λ 4 , p 4 , Λ 2 p 2 ). In figure (15) we show the diagrams corresponding to the contribution to the correlator at zero momenta. Due to the fact that the cut-off is small, we consider the α 2 term as a (∂ϕ) 2 insertion (which we represent by a dot) and our (momentum-independent) propagator will be 1/α 0 . The vertex with a dot is a β 2 vertex, with the arrow indicating where the momenta are sitting. Then we respectively get for each diagram:
which gives
What are the dimensionless expansion parameters? To answer that, we scale the field ϕ to absorb the α 2 coefficient and, at the same time, we note that (because we have a super-renormalizable model) the perturbative expansion is performed on the coupling divided by the mass term. Therefore, we will get as dimensionless couplings
as a cut-off. Then we may rewrite
We assume thatβ 0 ,β 2 ≪ 1. Our approximation to theΛ → ∞ limit is obtained by applying (81) to the resummation of theΛ-series (see appendix B). Although we have very few terms, we can still do the resumation. Because the series has a finite limit forΛ → ∞ our best estimate will be a stationary value (see also the remarks given in the appendix B). Applying this to the local expansion of the perturbative W [ϕ] to O(g) as given by eq. (38) and (40), we have
using δM 2 = g/(4π), we obtain the local expansion coefficients by expanding the right-hand sides in powers of p, getting α 0 = 2m
when we substitute these values into the zero momentum correlator (eq. (92)) we get
We can also compute the p 2 term of the two-point correlator. This is given by the Figure 16 : p 2 contribution to the two-point Green's function at O(βΛp 2 ).
diagrams of the figure (16), where we have neglected the O(Λ 2 p 2 /m 4 ) terms, from which we get
which, after the substitutions (96) and (97), gives
if we want to get right the gΛ 3 p 2 /m 7 term, we have to include (in addition to the vertices already present in the action, but omitted in figure (16)) β 4 vertices which will also give q 2 p 2 terms. Notice that we only got a O(Λ/m) contribution in (100), in contrast with the O(Λ 3 /m 3 ) of (98). The resummation of (98) gives
we can check these results by computing our connected correlation function without locally expanding the
The second term of the right-hand side is the tadpole diagram with dressed propagator and vertex (we have a non-local ϕ 4 vertex). The propagator is
then we get for (102)
(104) We realize that when Λ → ∞, the second and fourth term cancel. This is precisely the cancellation between the diagram of figure (11) with the one of figure (10) respectively. Now, we expand (104) in powers of Λ/m, p/m
we have dropped the terms Λ 3 /m 3 , p 2 /m 2 . If instead of expanding in the cut-off, we take the Λ → ∞ limit of (104) and expand it in powers of p 2 /m 2 we get
we find that the resummed value (101) is a good estimate of the first term. We need to go to the next order to perform a resummation of the p 2 /m 2 coefficient in eq. (100), so we cannot compare it with the Λ → ∞ value. The approach we have just described fails when α 0 = 0, which happens for example in the perturbative treatment of masslesss theories. However the Schrödinger functional
does have a local expansion in which 1/t plays the role of the mass-gap, and from which the functional can be constructed for arbitrary ϕ, ϕ ′ using analyticity as before.
(This was used in [6] to obtain the standard result for the one-loop beta function for Yang-Mills). Since for large t
we could compute VEVs from the large t 1 , t 2 behaviour of
using our previous method.
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown how to compute vacuum expectation values (VEVs) from a knowledge of the vacuum wave-functional expressed as a local expansion as would arise, for example, by solving the field theoretic Schrödinger equation along the lines of [3] - [6] . Such expansions are valid for slowly varying fields and so would conventionally be thought of as making only a small contribution to VEVs. However we have shown that VEVs are analytic in a momentum cut-off, so that the large cut-off behaviour which we want to compute can be obtained from a knowledge of the VEVs at small momenta where the local expansion is valid. We gave several path-integral representations of VEVs. We also derived a diagrammatic approach to compute VEVs from a perturbative vacuum functional as input, this not only showed how we recover the usual perturbative expansion, but also how we could get the same VEVs with a dimensionally reduced, and non-local, Euclidean effective action (2W [φ]). We have justified the local expansion of the vacuum functional in appendix C. We have also interpreted the vacuum functional in terms of random paths, which suggests a generalisation to String Field Theory.
We discussed in detail the non-perturbative analyticity properties of VEVs in the cut-off, for the scalar 1 + 1 theory, illustrating this using perturbation theory. We believe that these results generalise to higher dimensional theories and also to higher spin fields, having shown that analyticity is unaffected by the inclusion of the boundary counter-terms that are the new features of this generalisation. that Ψ 0 | Ψ (0) 0 = 0). We can modify this equation by introducing a new term which will not alter the formula
We will separate the interaction part from the free one,Ĥ =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ i and E 0 = E are the free Hamiltonian and free vacuum energy respectively. If we take a time derivative ofÛ (t) we get
0 . By integrating this equation between 0 and t we get
As usual, solving this equation by iteration giveŝ
Therefore
whereĤ i (t) has the same time-evolution thanV (t). Now we can expand the exponential to get the perturbative series. The conjugate relation will be
The previous relation (115) is easily related to the usual Rayleigh-Schrödinger one if we substitute in equation (113) the definition ofÛ (t) given in (111)
(notice that the only t-dependence is on the exponentials) which gives
We realize that the exponential becomes 1 when it is applied to | Ψ 0 and therefore we will substituteĤ − E 0 byĤ − E 0 + iǫ and we will demand that the limit ǫ → 0 will give a finite value. Now, we perform the t-integration
0 will be given by the condition that the limit ǫ → 0 should be finite (in other words, Ψ 0 |Ĥ i −E
. This is essentially the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (which here also applies to the discrete part of the spectrum). Now, if we insert
term and we perform an expansion in the coupling constant λ (Ĥ i ≡ λĤ int ) we get the usual Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation expansion [13] . For example, to first order we will obtain
where we have taken the ǫ → 0 limit. This relation hides the diagrammatic method of section 3, but at the end of that section this equivalence is shown using the previous formula (115).
Of course, in order to derive the perturbative series (120) we could directly expand
getting to first order
When both, the t-integral and the limit, are done we get
As before, we choose E (i) 0 in such a way that the limit exists (although that this time is another limit) and therefore if we take E
the t-limit will be finite until O(λ 2 ). As we can see, we got the same result than in equation (120).
Appendix B
In this appendix we will discuss the mathematical details of the resummation program through the use of several examples. Let us begin with the integral
K(Λ) is analytic in the cut Λ-plane (with the cut chosen from ±i to ∞). We want to compute K(∞) from a series expansion for small Λ. For Λ < 1 we get
We can compute its Borel transform by constructing a new series with a (2n + 1)! in the denominator.
This is the analogous step to that from eq. (79) to (80) but with a different variable.
Although an integral representation similar to (78) is known (see [14] for details on the Borel summation of series), it is not used. Instead, K(Λ) is usually recovered from I(λ) through the "inverse Borel transform"
If I(λ) is given in terms of a series (as in our discussion of VEVs), then the integral whould trivially remove the n! term and we would get back the previous series. But usually with Borel-summable asymptotic series one only knows I(λ) in a series with finite convergence radius which is insufficent to compute the infinite integral (127). One then has to find I(λ) for larger λ by analytic continuation and this is in general does not yield a polynomial. Conformal mapping and Padé approximants are used for that purpose. In our case, we work with series K(Λ) with finite convergence radius which implies that I(λ) series will be valid for all the integration domain, so the analytic continuation cannot provide us with a non-polynomial form and we have to change the method to recover K(Λ). We solve the problem by using the integral representation (78) which allows us to compute K(Λ) from I(∞) as we will show in an example below. We prefer this method over the conformal mapping or the Padé approximants because it is more systematic to implement in a field theoretical large distance expansion, where a series in the cut-off naturally arises. If I(λ) has a finite Λ → ∞ limit, eq. (127) gives K(∞) = I(∞), which we apply to our example (126)
agreeing with the K(∞) computed directely from (125). Usually we will have to compute I(∞) approximately, by truncating the series. The truncation error in this alternating series is bounded by the first neglected term. But we have treated the exact expression to be able to study the convergence. We can adapt our method to the case of K(Λ) for finite Λ, greater than 1. Consider
which, as a function of s, is analytic in the cut s-plane (with the cut from −Λ 2 to 0). Then we expand K(Λ, s) into powers of (s − 1) −n (we have analyticity for large s) as in eq. (79).
with P 2n+1 (Λ) = Λ 0 dx x 2 (1 + x 2 ) n−1 . Although the point s = 1 (where we recover K(Λ)) is beyond the convergence radius, we will use the relation (80), written as
Again, we can obtain the whole sum in a closed form
where erf(x) is the error function. The limit λ → ∞ can also be obtained exactly 
If we take a truncated series for K(Λ) then we will estimate I(∞) as the value of the approximant at its first stationary point (if we take the highest λ n term to have n even then the stationary point will be a local maximum). For the case of |Ψ 0 | 2 to O(k 2 ) we get that (134) gives 1.47 (to be compared with 1, the Λ → ∞ value). For (136) with the wave-function squared expanded to O(k 2 ) we get 0.89 (to be also compared with Ψ 0 |k 2 | Ψ 0 = 1). Higher order terms will give worse estimates due to the fact that they are estimating the first maximum (the O(k 6 ) truncated |Ψ 0 | 2 gives 1.56, the O(k 8 ) gives 1.7 like all higher approximants). We can ask when does this oscillation occur? From eq. (127) we can see that if we substitute I(λ), for large λ, by e iaλ then we find that K(Λ) has to have a pole at Λ = −i/a. To solve this no-convergence problem we will do a mapping, to move the pole. In fact, in eq. (129) we may think that we have performed a mapping Λ → µ/(1 + 1/z) 1/2 with µ = Λ, but now the pole has moved to the negative real axis. But we should keep Λ finite. Then the idea to compute (134) would be to choose first a high value of Λ (for instance, Λ = 4 where K(4) = 0.994), then we use eq. (78) to eq. (81) to compute K(4) (as we did for (129)). We get that K(Λ, s) = A n (Λ)s −n = B n (Λ)(s − 1) −n and then I(λ) = B n (Λ)λ n /n!. But because B n (4) ∼ 18 n (−1) n , we will have to truncate the series at least at order n = 46. Therefore we have to improve the method. In fact an easy solution is the one used in section 5. Consider (138) to compute the s → 0 limit we will perform its Borel transform, which we define
where C is a large, almost closed, circular (counterclockwise) path which does not cross the negative real axis. With the help of
(where the countour C surrounds the negative real axis clockwise), we see that the Borel transform of
is given by
(−1) n a n λ n+1/2 Γ(n + 3/2)
We see that we have divided by (n + 1/2)! ≡ Γ(n + 3/2). This series has a good convergence (by only taking two terms we get K(0) = I(∞) = 0.83 as estimate), but the function I(λ) has one oscillation before decaying. It has a maximum at λ = 2.24 and I(2.24) = 1.042. If we estimate I(∞) by its value at the first local maximum, then 1.042 will be our result when computing the series truncated at any n > 7. Therefore we have to truncate (142) for n = 3 getting I(∞)=0.978 which is close enough to K(0) = 1. We have used our resumation method to compute finite integrals. If we consider a divergent integral, then the integral will remain divergent after resummation as we can see with the following example
we can compute I(Λ) in a closed form
and we see that I(Λ) ∼ log(Λ) for large Λ, reproducing the previous divergence.
Appendix C
In this appendix we will give argument for the validity of the local expansion of the VWF for a scalar theory with a mass gap. Again, it would be very convenient to use a path integral representation for the VWF.
where G c [J(x, t)] is the generator of connected Green's functions in Euclidean space. This formula can be derived [11] by interpreting e−G c [J . Because we expect that the connected Green's functions will be analytic at zero momenta (with the nearest pole given by the mass), they will have an exponential decay in configuration space (even if we put t = 0) which implies that the equal-time connected Green's functions in momentum space will be analytic in a neighborhood of zero. This applies even if we had a massless Lagrangian (but non-zero mass gap). Because the logarithm of the square of the VWF is the generator of the connected Green's functions (of the field J), if we have slowly varying φ-configurations (low external momenta) we can substitute the non-local action by a local action without changing the infrared amplitudes (i.e. giving the same slowly varying |Ψ 0 [φ]| 2 ). Thanks to this assumed universality, we can now work with an effective field theory (for the quantum field J(x)) in the usual way.
We see that the connected two-point function at zero momentum will give a mass term for the field J. Thanks to this mass term, we will have analyticity at low momenta of the J-Green's functions which means that we can perform the local expansion of the VWF. The fact that the effective theory is non-renormalizable does not cause trouble as it is common with effective field theories. But we still have to assume that the quantum corrections to the mass are small. Finally, we should realize that although the VWF is finite when we remove the cut-off (and then also the coefficients of its local expansion), the coefficients of the effective action are (generally) not finite (because they take into account the change in the theory at short distances due to the cut-off).
